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Address PRAMAC SWISS S.A. 
Regional head office for EcoPower Division 
Via Campagna 19 
6595 Riazzino

Country Switzerland

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
PRAMAC group develops and manufactures a wide range of power generation equipment, materials handling equipment and photovoltaic
components. PRAMAC uses its global network to supply these products to markets throughout the World.

PRAMAC Ecopower produces and markets "renewable energy" through the manufacturing of photovoltaic modules and components. The
manufacturing process is deeply monitored and checked, in order to offer efficient, reliable and safe products.

PRAMAC Ecopower produces and markets these types of photovoltaic module:

Monocrystalline Silicon Module 
Maximum conductivity and high efficiency, a suitable solution for small home installation.

Multicrystalline Silicon Module 
Suitable for domestic installation, looking for cost saving without affecting perfomance.

Amorphous Silicon Module 
Produced for architectural integration and suitable for usage on medium-large sized photovoltaic plants.

Micromorph Silicon Module 
This technology can absorb even that portion of light that is not visible to the human eye (infrared). Even more efficient. Perfectly suited to use as
apartment windows, or for any kind of architectural integrated. 

PRAMAC Ecopower product range is completed with a choice of Inverter for residential or industrial plants as well as "ground installations".
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